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Abstract

With the advances in smart card technology it is quite
possible to support more than one type of subscriber iden-
tity applications on the same smart card. We propose an ar-
chitecture capable of hosting multi faceted subscriber iden-
tity applications which exploits common functions and data
in a secure partitioned manner. The associated security
mechanisms are also defined in order to realise its imple-
mentation on a single smart card. Our proposed architec-
ture provides a harmonised secure authentication environ-
ment. The architecture is extensible to platforms on mobile
devices and secure tokens operating across diverse access
interfaces. Furthermore, we propose a set of protocols for
secure communications between terminal, control module
and hosted subscriber identity applications.

1. Introduction

Telecommunication and network access systems have
been evolving fast and providing ubiquitous services to the
users. The security tokens that support access to these net-
work access systems such as the smart cards have also been
developed supporting this technological convergence. The
smart cards are capable of providing support for ubiquity
across telecommunication and network access systems. In
order to facilitate this, it needs to define the secure archi-
tecture which support the related multiple security applica-
tions. In this paper, we propose an architecture that is ca-
pable of supporting more than one type of Subscriber Iden-
tity Applications (SIA). The security mechanisms support-
ing the architecture on a single smart card are described in
detail. A set of security protocols and mechanisms are then
defined to enable secure communication between the com-
ponents of the architecture.

There have been significant improvements in terminal
technology to support a multitude of network access tech-

nologies from the same device. Our architecture aims to
complement the evolution of security tokens hosting the
SIA and towards achieving ubiquity. Our solution increases
the availability of various supported authentication meth-
ods to all applications resident on a smart card, on a ter-
minal and on a security token; and also to all applications
operating across any access interface supported by the host
platform. By realising the proposed architecture on a single
smart card, it would be possible for the subscriber to stay
connected to multiple telecommunication and network ac-
cess systems. The architecture also enables concurrent ac-
cess to services offered by these access systems. This means
that the subscriber will be able to stay connected simultane-
ously to any service offered by more than one network (for
example, data service in UMTS using USIM [1] and voice
service in CDMA using RUIM [2]).

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Authentication in Telecommunication
and Network Access Systems

Smart cards are widely implemented in telecommuni-
cation and network access systems. Smart cards securely
host the SIA, a well defined set of security protocols, se-
curity algorithms and data, which is required to access re-
spective telecommunication and network access system (for
example, USIM [1] to access UMTS, RUIM [2] to access
CDMA2000). Each SIA implements the required authen-
tication protocols, security algorithms and security mecha-
nisms supported by the corresponding network access tech-
nology. The secret keys used in conjunction with the secu-
rity algorithms are securely stored by the SIA and managed
by the network provider. The conventional setup in which
any SIA, SIAi, interacts with its corresponding network,
Ni, is shown in Fig. 1.a.
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Figure 1. Networks and SIA Setup

2.2 Multiple Subscriber Identity Applica-
tions on Single Smart Card

The increasing capabilities in computational processing
and memory storage of smart cards allows for the hosting of
sophisticated applications. A method for hosting more than
one type of SIA on the same smart card platform and its fea-
sibility is highlighted in [3]. Hosting multiple SIA on the
same smart card allows access, possibly concurrent access,
to the supported network systems. For tackling the authen-
tication problem in a multi-faceted framework we propose a
security architecture to compartmentalise the authentication
functions. Such an architecture implemented as a plug-in
solution on a smart card provides a secure partitioned way
of access by the hosted SIA to the related telecommunica-
tions and network access systems. Our approach requires
no changes to the existing network authentication protocols.
More importantly, this facilitates securely managing multi-
ple SIA from a common framework as shown in Fig. 1.b.

2.3 Related Work

The ubiquity across telecommunications access systems
relies on using all those SIA particular to different networks.
However, the general trend seems to be utilising and ex-
tending functionalities of any particular SIA rather than tak-
ing a harmonised approach. For example, extending func-
tions of USIM to support services in the IT environment
or authenticating to IEEE 802.11 network. There are also
recommendations from Liberty Alliance for ubiquity in the
telecommunications domain [4]. It was found that Liberty
Alliance specifications are directed toward integrating ac-
cess of 802.xx based networks; and making available the
services in the IT environment to the mobile domain. In
comparison to the recommendations of Liberty Alliance’s,
our approach is providing a secure platform authenticating
to varied telecommunication networks. Presently, any user

desiring to access more than one type of network type would
need to use more than one type of SIA. For example, ac-
cessing UMTS and CDMA2000 would mean changing the
smart cards or even switching-on the terminal in a particular
SIA mode. Instead, our solution would make it possible to
use a single smart card which supports many different SIA
to access the desired network technologies.

There are have been developments to establish secure
channel between UICC (Universal Integrated Circuit Card)
and the Terminal such as [5] and [6]. However, these
were found not suitable to be incorporated as is in the
multi-faceted subscriber identity application environment
discussed. [5] and [6] requires network initiation and re-
source taxing bootstrapping procedure such as 3GPP GBA
[7]. Hence, we propose secure protocols that are locally
based with dynamic key agreement which would work irre-
spective of the GBA support and without using certificates.

3 Architecture

In this section we provide an overview of our architec-
ture (depicted in Fig. 2). The architecture is designed to
encompass all necessary factors which enables it to be ex-
tended over disjoint and diverse platforms such as the ter-
minal, smart card, smart tokens and any supporting access
interface.

3.1 Requirements

The main requirements for the architecture are as fol-
lows,

Partitioned and concurrent access to supported SIA:
The proposed architecture aims to support SIA which op-
erates in a mutually exclusive manner. This multifaceted
framework shall provide access to SIA specific functions,
such as the authentication service to an access network,
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Figure 2. Multiple Subscriber Identity Applications Architecture

for any application. These service requesting applications
could be originating from terminal; smart card; smart to-
ken; and any supported access interface such as NFC (Near
Field Communication) [8].

Secure communications and secure data access: It is
desired to have secure communications and secure data ac-
cess between the functional components within the archi-
tecture. With each SIA performing security functions, it is
required to ensure security mechanisms such as confiden-
tiality and integrity for all critical command messages and
command responses between the components.

Integration of common security functions: In a mul-
tifarious framework, the common security functions such
as cryptographic algorithms generating digital signatures;
and performing biometric verification; are efficiently imple-
mented, when shared amongst all components.

Support inter operations among SIA: The architecture
shall provide interoperability amongst SIA. There has to be
support, in the event of any SIA requiring to perform a spe-
cific function supported by a different SIA. For example,
authentication function of any SIA is to be made available
to all those SIA supported by the architecture.

Scalable organization: It needs to support portability and
scalability considering additions of future SIA.

There are commercially available Terminals or Mobile
Equipments (ME) capable of multi-mode operations inter-
acting with a multitude of telecommunication and network
access technologies. The allocation of radio frequency
channel and the functioning of the Terminal supporting our
architecture are beyond the scope of this paper. The terms
such as Terminal or Mobile Equipment (ME), Terminal Pro-
cedure and Terminal Application signifies functionally sim-

ilar entities and their meaning may slightly vary depending
upon the context of appearance across the paper.

3.2 Component Functional Descriptions

In this section we present the overall design of the pro-
posed architecture along with the detailed functioning of the
component modules.

1. Control Module: The Control Module, labeled as 1. in
Fig. 2, is the core module of the architecture and is com-
prised of a Wrapper Function, Common SIA Data Struc-
tures, the Common Security Module, and the Monitoring
& Access Control Module. This module is the first to han-
dle all communication to the SIA Stack, for example, han-
dles all commands send between the Terminal Procedures
and the SIA Stack. All communications, for example, the
Application Protocol Data Units (APDU) (between Termi-
nal Procedures and SIA stack) are handled securely by this
module. Any SIA specific requests are also handled by this
module, such as those from any applets in the host plat-
form. The secure protocols realising this are discussed later
in section 3.4. The Control Module functions at the lower
layer of the host operating environment, such as the UICC
layer interacting with the smart card operating system, and
at the operating system layer of the Terminal. This mod-
ule is initialised prior to the initialisation of the supported
SIA in the SIA Stack. In the next paragraphs we present the
components of the Control Module.

1.a. Wrapper Function: The Wrapper Function module
(labeled as 1.a. in Fig. 2) is responsible for handling any
authentication requests. Its main function is to initiate the
authentication in the desired SIA context. This module in-
teracts with SIA Stack along with other modules such as
Common SIA Data Structures, Common Security Module,
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and Monitoring & Access Control. It securely communi-
cates with different types of supported SIA by establishing
a secure channel. It provides access to a common pool of
resources managed by other modules of the Control Mod-
ule.

1.b. Common SIA Data Structures: The Common SIA
Data Structures, labeled as 1.b. in Fig. 2, consist of
data structures that are to be commonly available to the
supported SIA, such as common Phonebook, shared files,
etc. For example, the candidates for the shared files can
be Service Table, EFST ; forbidden PLMNs (Public Land
Mobile Networks), EFFPLMN ; certificates, EFPublicKeys

etc. This avoids redundancy of data held by the supported
SIA. It also provides unified access to these resources and
allowing fast operations. The access to these resources is re-
stricted and monitored by the Monitoring & Access Control
module.

1.c. Common Security Module: The Common Security
Module (labeled as 1.c. in Fig. 2) provides access to the col-
lective pool of security services and data, for example, cryp-
tographic services, biometric services etc. This module is
responsible for managing non-critical cryptographic primi-
tives such as shared secret keys, certificates etc. This mod-
ule implements general purpose cryptographic algorithms
and a local authentication mechanism. It supplements the
cryptographic services to the Control Module and to those
supported SIA in the SIA Stack via Wrapper Function mod-
ule.

1.d. Monitoring & Access Control: The Monitoring &
Access Control module (labeled as 1.d. in Fig. 2) supports
centralized monitoring and regulating schemes. It defines
the access control to resources within Control Module such
as access rights to shared files, commands etc. This module
is also responsible for maintaining secure internal commu-
nications. The security policies set for the architecture is
enforced by this module. This module monitors and regu-
late the overall functioning of the Control Module by autho-
rising and logging all transactions.

2. UICC Platform: As previously mentioned, this archi-
tecture is extensible onto a smart card platform. The
smart card suitable for our architecture is to be typically
with 16 bits to 32 bits or more processing power (Cen-
tral Processing Unit); Random Access Memory (RAM) of
size ≥ 16 Kilobytes; Read Only Memory (ROM) of size
≥ 384 Kilobytes; Electronically Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory (EEPROM) of size ≥ 512 Kilobytes;
and Input/Output (I/O) Speed of≈ 30 Kilo Baud (the above
mentioned values have been estimated after considering a
handful of SIA and their operational requirements). The
smart card shall support UICC platform as specified by [9]

and with applications implemented on it as specified by
[10].

3. SIA Stack: The proposed architecture aims to support
a multitude of SIA. The SIA Stack (labeled as 3. in Fig.
2) consists of SIA implemented on UICC platforms such
as SIM [11], USIM [1], R-UIM [2], ISIM [12], etc. For
generalising purposes SIA are referred to as SIA1 to n. The
supported SIA are assumed to be implemented as UICC ap-
plication and co-existing in a mutually exclusive partitioned
manner. The critical security algorithms, related secret keys
and proprietary data are to be independent for each SIA.

4. Service Requesting Applets: The Service Requesting
Applets (labeled as 4. in Fig. 2) are those applets or ap-
plications that are implemented on the host platform such
as a smart card or a smart token; or a terminal or any sup-
porting access interface. In case of smart cards, these can
be any Card Application Toolkit applet. These applets may
request specific security function such as network authen-
tication from any of the supported SIA in the SIA Stack.
These requests are handled by a Wrapper Function which
translates to the desired context. These applets shall interact
with the Terminal or the SIA Stack via the Control Module.
The Service Requesting Applets requires a way of commu-
nicating securely to the Control Module. This is performed
by establishing a session key with a mechanism similar to
that is described later on.

5. Terminal Procedures: The Terminal Procedures (la-
beled as 5. in Fig. 2) are applications within the mobile
equipment or the terminal or the handset. These applica-
tions can be residing at the operating system level or appli-
cation layer of the Terminal. They communicate directly
to the Control Module. This allows the terminal to interact
with the SIA Stack via the layer of abstraction provided by
the Control Module. Offering support for terminal proce-
dures, enables minimal functional changes to be required in
the terminal in order to support the proposed architecture.

3.3 Security Requirements and Security
Mechanisms

In this section we discuss the security requirements and
the security mechanisms for the proposed architecture.

3.3.1 Mutual Authentication:

The architecture provides mutual authentication between
the entities involved, i.e., Control Module, SIA Stack and
Terminal Procedures. An indirect mutual authentication is
established between the service requesting entity such as
the Terminal Procedures and the SIA Stack, i.e. a Termi-
nal Procedure and the Control Module is mutually authen-
ticated; and the Control Module and a SIA in the SIA Stack
is mutually authenticated; thereby establishing a chain of
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trust. This results in requiring any Terminal Procedure to
be authenticated to the Control Module first before com-
municating to any SIA in the SIA Stack and to establish a
secure channel for the same purpose. The mutual authen-
tication between these entities is achieved by demonstrat-
ing the knowledge of shared secret keys. This is realised
in the secure protocols between Control Module and Termi-
nal Procedures; and Control Module and SIA Stack. These
protocols are discussed in section 3.4. The mutually au-
thenticated entities binds further by establishing shared ses-
sion keys which is utilised to provide confidentiality and
integrity for the communications of the architecture.

3.3.2 Secure Communications:

As there exists a wide set of SIA, secure communication
is necessary to protect the secret and proprietary informa-
tion. In order to provide secure communication between the
modules such as Control Module, SIA Stack and Terminal
Procedures (labeled as A and C in Fig. 2), a set of secure
protocols are proposed. These are illustrated and described
in this section. As previously mentioned, Terminal Proce-
dures, Control Module and SIA enters into a well defined
state after their respective initialisation procedures.

3.4 Secure Protocols for Terminal, Con-
trol Module and SIA

The notation used in this paper is listed in Table. 1.

Objectives and Requirements

• To establish secure communication channel between
the Terminal and the Control Module; and between the
nth SIA and the Control Module.

• To achieve mutual authentication between the Termi-
nal and the Control Module; and the nth SIA and the
Control Module.

• To establish a shared session key for confidentiality
and integrity for internal communications between the
Terminal and the Control Module; and the nth SIA and
the Control Module.

• To establish a trusted path between the Terminal and
the nth SIA via the Control Module.

• To achieve the above security goals in minimal proto-
col passes.

Motivations: In order to achieve secure communication
channel between the principals of our architecture, such
as the Terminal, the Control Module and the nth SIA, we
need to employ a protocol based on symmetric cryptogra-
phy. The methods specified in [5, 6] are found to be un-
suitable considering the overhead of network initiated boot-
strapping procedures required in order to establish a shared

Table 1. Notation
T Terminal or Terminal Procedures or Terminal

Applications
TID Terminal Identifier or Terminal Application

Identifier
CM Control Module

CMAID Application Identifier of Control Module
SIAn nth Subscriber Identity Application
A, B Represents principals such as T or CM

or SIAn

SIAn AID Application Identifier of nth Subscriber
Identity Application

ZAID Application Identifier of Z, where Z is T

or CM or SIAn

FX Y A cryptographic one way key generation
function shared between X and Y

Rand Random Number (for freshness)
SKX Y Symmetric Secret Key shared between X and

Y,where X is CM and Y is T or SIAn

SSKX Y Symmetric Secret Session Key shared between
X and Y,where X is CM and Y is T or SIAn

CntrZ Counter value set by Z, where Z is T or CM.
(for anti-replay and freshness)

MAC(m)K MAC of m using key K

Enc{m}K Encrypt message m using secret key K to
produce a cipher text

Dec{m}K Decrypt message m using secret key K to
produce a plain text

OKZ OK message from Z, where Z is CM or SIAn

P ⊕ Q P is XOR-ed with Q
Ai ith Applet or Application
Ni ith Access Network

AuthSIAn Authentication function provided by SIAn

secret. For example, the overhead would incur in having
multiple network initiated procedures for establishing a se-
cure channel for each supported SIA.

Amongst the key authentication and key establishment
protocols proposed in the literature, those based on en-
crypted key exchange protocol family are found to be
addressing the security properties required in our archi-
tecture. However, this family of protocols is largely based
on passwords or asymmetric cryptography (for example,
[13, 14]). Therefore, we propose a protocol (illustrated in
Fig. 3.) in order to to establish a secure communication
channel between the principals of the architecture.

Assumptions

• A shared secret key is already established between the
Terminal and the Control Module; and between the nth

SIA and the Control Module. The key establishment is
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A B
1. AAID, BAID, Enc{Rand, CntrZ}SKA B

,
MAC(AAID, BAID, Enc{Rand, CntrZ}SKA B

)SKA B←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2. Dec{Rand, CntrZ}SKA B

and A verifies
MAC(AAID, BAID, Enc{Rand, CntrZ}SKA B

)SKA B

3. A computes SSKA B

SSKA B = FA B{AAID ⊕BAID ⊕Rand}SKA B

4. A increments and stores CntrZ

5. Enc{CntrZ}SSKA B

6. OKA, Enc{CntrZ}SSKA B
,

MAC(OKA, Enc{CntrZ}SSKA B
)SKA B−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

7. Dec{CntrZ}SSKA B
and B verifies

MAC(OKA, Enc{CntrZ}SSKA B
)SKA B

8. A records and stores CntrZ

Finally, A and B is mutually authenticated; session key, SSKA B , is established.

Figure 3. Mutual, Authenticated Key Establishment Protocol

to be preformed initially by the network operator at the
setup phase. It is considered that a single ownership of
the system solves the key distribution and key estab-
lishment tasks.

• The shared secret key in the Terminal is stored and
managed securely. For example, stored in a Tamper
Resistant module such as TPM in hardware of the Ter-
minal. The terminal may be compliant to requirements
defined in TCG Mobile Phone specifications [15] or
[16] “Recommendations for Trusted Open Platforms”.

• A cryptographic function, FCM T , is shared between
the Terminal and the Control Module. This is a one
way function used for key generation. Similarly, a
cryptographic function, FCM SIAn

, is shared between
nth SIA and Control Module. The implementation to
be according to PKCS#5 [17].

• The application identifiers of the Terminal and the
Control Module are known to each other. Similarly,
the application identifiers of the nth SIA and the Con-
trol Module are known to each other.

We propose a protocol, as generalised and depicted in Fig.
3., which is applied to the Control Module and the Terminal
as CM T protocol; and to the Control Module and the nth

SIA as CM SIAn protocol.

CM T protocol: The CM T protocol follows the initial-
isation procedures of the Control Module and the Terminal.
This protocol realises mutual authentication and session key
establishment between CM and T. The session key is com-
puted from the principal identifiers, a random number, and a
shared secret (SKCM T ) of CM and T. In the protocol, ran-
domness is introduced to ensure freshness. Also, a counter

mechanism is employed to limit the session key usage; to
re-initiate session key establishment; and more importantly,
to prevent any replay attacks. The counter, CntrT , is ini-
tialised by T.
• Step 1. T sends TID, CMAID,

Enc{Rand1, CntrT }SKCM T
and its MAC cal-

culated with SKCM T to CM.

• Step 2. CM decrypts to obtain Rand1 and CntrT with
SKCM T . CM then verifies the MAC. With the MAC
successfully verified, T is authenticated to CM.

• Step 3. CM computes the session key, SSKCM T us-
ing the shared cryptographic function, FCM T apply-
ing the shared key, SKCM T . The TID, CMAID and
Rand1 are XOR-ed using FCM T and applied with
SKCM T .

• Step 4. CM increments and stores the value of CntrT .

• Step 5. CM encrypts the CntrT value with the session
key, SSKCM T .

• Step 6. CM sends the OKCM and
Enc{CntrT }SSKCM T

along with its MAC cre-
ated using SKCM T to T.

• Step 7. T decrypts to obtain CntrT with SSKCM T

and also verifies the MAC of the message. This step
authenticates CM to T.

• Step 8. T records CntrT , and stores it.
A successful completion of the protocol results in the Con-
trol Module and the Terminal being mutually authenticated.
Also, the session key, SSKCM T , is established to create
a secure channel with confidentiality and integrity between
both the principals. The CM T protocol is used to secure
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the communications between the Terminal and the Control
Module.

CM SIAn protocol: The CM SIAn protocol follows
the initialisation procedures of CM and nth SIA. This pro-
tocol is analogous to CM T protocol (in terms of the un-
derlying purpose, the number of message passes, etc) and
is executed to realise mutually authenticated session key es-
tablishment between the principals, CM and nth SIA. Here,
the randomness and the counter mechanism serves the same
purpose as in CM T protocol, ensuring freshness and anti-
replay properties. The counter, CntrCM , is initialised by
CM. The session key is computed from the principal identi-
fiers; a random number; and a shared secret, SKCM SIAn

,
of CM and nth SIA.

• Step 1. CM sends SIAn AID, CMAID,
Enc{Rand2, CntrCM}SKCM SIAn

and its MAC
calculated with SKCM SIAn

to nth SIA.

• Step 2. nth SIA decrypts to obtain Rand2 and
CntrCM with SKCM SIAn

. The received MAC is
then verified and if successful, CM is authenticated to
SIAn.

• Step 3. nth SIA computes the session key,
SSKCM SIAn

using the shared cryptographic
function, FCM SIAn

applying the shared key,
SKCM SIAn

.The SIAn AID, CMAIDandRand2 are
XOR-ed using FCM SIAn

applied with SKCM SIAn
.

• Step 4. nth SIA increments and stores the value of
counter, CntrCM .

• Step 5. nth SIA encrypts CntrCM with the session
key, SSKCM SIAn

.

• Step 6. nth SIA sends the success message, OKSIAn
,

and Enc{CntrCM}SSKCM SIAn
along with the MAC

calculated using SSKCM SIAn
to CM.

• Step 7. CM decrypts to obtain CntrCM with
SSKCM SIAn

and also verifies the MAC. This
step authenticates nth SIA to CM.

• Step 8. CM records and stores the value of counter,
CntrCM .

With this protocol successfully run, nth SIA and Con-
trol Module is mutually authenticated; the session key,
SSKCM SIAn

, is established to create a secure channel
with confidentiality and integrity between both the princi-
pals. The CM SIAn protocol is used to secure the com-
munications between nth SIA and Control Module, labeled
as C in Fig. 2. The internal communications within Con-
trol Module modules, such as between Wrapper Function,
Common SIA Data Structures, Common Security Module,

and Monitoring & Access Control labeled as D in Fig. 2; is
protected using the session key established in the context of
particular nth SIA and Control Module.

3.5 Security Summary of CM T and
CM SIAn Protocols

The CM T and CM SIAn Protocols established a path
of trust between T and nth SIA. This is enabled by the
mutually authenticated key establishment between princi-
pals and the secure communications provided by the ses-
sion keys SSKCM T and SSKCM SIAn

. The session keys
are used to guarantee confidentiality. The security goals
such as mutual authentication, key agreement and key es-
tablishment are achieved in two message passes. The appli-
cation identifiers are used to have tighter binding between
the principals. The usage of counters is to guarantee fresh-
ness or to limit the usage of session key. The MAC, for
example, HMAC-SHA-256 function, is used to ensure in-
tegrity of data and origin authentication of the principals
involved. The avoidance of communication in plain-text,
between the principals, protects from the potential security
weaknesses such as eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle and
integrity attacks. The shared key is used in the computa-
tion of shared session key whilst preserving confidentiality,
providing mutual authentication and avoiding overhead of
network initiated functions such as Generic Boot Strapping
Authentication (GBA) [7]. The Table. 2 shows the compar-
ison of CM T and CM SIAn protocols with 3GPP Key
Establishment Protocol (3GPPKEP) described in [6].

Table 2. CM T andCM SIAnversus 3GPPKEP
CM T CM SIAn 3GPPKEP

GBA Support Required No No Yes
Network Initiated No No Yes
Shared Key Yes Yes Yes
Shared Session Key Yes Yes Yes
Authenticated Key Yes Yes Yes
Agreement
Mutual Authentication Yes Yes No
Certificate Support No No Yes
Freshness Yes Yes Yes

4 Data Flow with Use Case

The proposed architecture creates a secure, partitioned,
authentication-ready and concurrent-access-enabled envi-
ronment. This allows secure operation of a wide set of sup-
ported authentication methods and protocols. The secure
protocols discussed in the section 3.4 provides confidential-
ity and mutual authentication enabling secure operations of
the supported SIA. Now let us consider an usage scenario
from one of the several for the proposed architecture when
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implemented on single smart card platform following the
discussion of application protocol.

4.1 Application Protocol

Initialisation: The initialisation procedures brings Termi-
nal, Control Module and SIA Stack into a well-defined state
on the host platform, for example, UICC platform on smart
card. Following the initialisation steps of UICC platform,
Control Module and SIA Stack gets initialised entering the
operational state. Each of the SIA supported in the SIA
Stack are to be initialised independently in accordance with
the relevant technical specification, for example, R-UIM
should be initialised according to [2]. The Control Mod-
ule initialises all of its internal component modules into the
operational state. It stores all SIA specific parameters, for
example, the Application Identifier, SIAi AID, of the ith

SIA, where 1≤i≥n.

Application Communication Protocol: All component
modules are to operate on asynchronous, half-duplex and
byte oriented, T=0, data transmission protocol as specified
in ISO 7816-3 [18]. The sequence of events as the Ap-
plication Protocol Data Unit (APDU) command messages
and responses shall form the basis of communication for all
component modules. For critical communications such as
those between Control Module and SIA Stack; and Control
Module and Terminal; secured APDUs shall be used speci-
fied by [10]. This can be performed by utilising the session
key established between the modules. The coding schemes
and formats of APDU commands and response messages;
and the standard status words used by SIA should be ac-
cording to [10] and ISO 7816-4 in [18].

Application Security Protocol: Following the initialisa-
tion of Control Module and Terminal, a secure channel
is established between them using the CM T protocol.
The session key, SSKCM T , is established following suc-
cessful run of this protocol. The invalidity or expiry of
counter, CntrT , decides the re-establishment of session
key, SSKCM T . Similarly, soon after the initialisation of
SIA, CM SIAn protocol is executed to establish a se-
cure channel and a set of session keys, with every single
SIA in the SIA Stack by the Control Module. These ses-
sion keys are mapped to the application identifier of SIA
and stored by the Control Module. The invalidity or ex-
piry of counter, CntrCM , decides the re-establishment of
session key, SSKCM SIAn

, (for example, the session key,
SSKCM SIAn

, is re-established if its corresponding entry
is invalid in the counter, CntrCM .)

Command Handling: All APDU commands send to
the Control Module are processed by Wrapper Function
which handles the command messages and response mes-
sages. Any received command (for example, “AUTHEN-
TICATE”in USIM performs authentication) is translated by

Wrapper Function depending upon the security context of
the relevant access technology, i.e. upon receiving “AU-
THENTICATE”command, as specified in [10], Wrapper
Function selects the target SIA from the SIA Stack and
sends the specific APDU to perform authentication. The
processed command result in the form of response APDU
is returned to the command requester by the Control Mod-
ule.

File Handling: The file structure holding the data of the
architecture modules is to be the same as defined for an
UICC application and as defined by [10]. The SIA spe-
cific files have reserved file identifiers and those files to be
shared are stored in the Common SIA Data Structures mod-
ule. The files are marked shareable or non-shareable in its
file descriptor. The security attributes attached to the files
are used to enforce the access control with the help of de-
fined access rules, access modes and access conditions as
described by [10]. The access rules are shared between files
using Access Rule References (ARR) stored in the fixed file
EFARR and is located depending upon the security context
such as the current DF, the parent DF, the ADF and the MF.
The general file related procedures such as reading, updat-
ing and increasing is SIA independent; and is performed as
specified by [10]. It shall be possible to manage the content
of the files by Over-The-Air (OTA) mechanisms.

4.2 Use Case:

In this section we describe the operational protocol of the
proposed architecture by illustrating an user case.

Use Case: Let Ai be an application or an applet request-
ing to perform an authentication method, AuthSIAn

, of the
access network Ni. Ai can be a Terminal Procedure or a
Service Requesting Applet. Let us consider Ai as a Termi-
nal Procedure in this use case which is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The Terminal sends the “RESET”command to the the smart
card. The smart card replies with Answer-To-Reset (ATR)
according to [18]. The Control Module is to be first selected
and its application identifier, CMAID, is known to the Ter-
minal. The Terminal sends the “SELECT”command APDU
selecting the Control Module either by implicitly or by us-
ing AID or by using EFDIR or EFATR as recommended
by [18]. Upon selecting Control Module, all its internal
modules are selected and initialised. Following this, the
secure channel is established between Terminal and Con-
trol Module applying the CM T protocol. Upon successful
run of this protocol a session key, SSKCM T , is established
between Ai and Control Module. Similarly, following the
initialisation of SIA in the SIA Stack, secure channel is es-
tablished between each SIA and the Control Module using
CM SIAn protocol. This results in a set of session keys,
SSKCM SIA1 to SSKCM SIAn

, computed for each SIA
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Figure 4. Data Flow for Use Case

and stored by Control Module. Now there exists a trusted
path between Ai and SIAn via Control Module.

Ai sends command request to execute AuthSIAn
to

Control Module. The command specific parameters such
as the data is encrypted using SSKCM T . The Control
Module decrypts these data parameters with session key,
SSKCM T and encrypts with session key SSKCM SIAn

.
The Wrapper Function processes the command message to
construct the relevant APDU command message targeting
AuthSIAn

. It then selects the relevant SIA from the SIA
Stack and sends the APDU command message. Upon re-
ceiving this message, the selected SIA decrypts it with ses-
sion key, SSKCM SIAn

, and performs AuthSIAn
. The

response APDU message is returned to the Control Mod-
ule encrypted with the session key, SSKCM SIAn

, indicat-
ing the result of AuthSIAn

. Thus Ai performs AuthSIAn
.

Some example APDUs are depicted in Table. 3.
As we have seen in the use case described above, the

Wrapper Function module processes the command and re-
sponse APDUs such as requests for authentication; per-
forming security operations; and accessing data. It interacts
concurrently with the SIA in the SIA Stack by sending and
receiving SIA specific APDU messages over multiple log-
ical channels. The session key generated is used to secure
the all APDU command and response messages.

5 Conclusions

The step forward in realising ubiquity across telecom-
munication and network access systems is to combine the
relevant authentication protocols and methods on a single
platform. The smart cards have proved itself capable of pro-
viding secure operating environment for the SIA by imple-

menting the necessary security protocols and algorithms. A
multitude of SIA associated with a varied network access
systems operating from the same platform is one effective
solution in realising fast and seamless access to services.
One of the methods of solving authentication problem is to
compartmentalise the critical security functions. Hence, a
secure partitioned architecture capable of hosting multiple
subscriber identity applications and associated secure pro-
tocols have been proposed and described in this paper. Re-
alising such an architecture on a single smart card greatly
enhances the user experience for ubiquitous access across
telecommunication and network access systems.
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